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Abstract The frequency map analysis (FMA) method is systematically applied to the lattice of the BEPC/

storage ring for the first time in this paper. We compute characteristic parameters of the lattice with the

Accelerator Toolbox (AT) code, in which the FMA method is imbedded, and compare the results with those of

MAD and SAD codes. The lattices of the BEPC/ collision and injection modes are analyzed and optimized

using FMA with the RF cavity and radiation on. Both on- and off-momentum frequency maps are studied

to have a complete picture of dynamics. The synchro-betatron resonance is found to have large effect on the

beam dynamics.
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1 Introduction

BEPC/ is the upgrade project of the Beijing

Electron Positron Collider (BEPC) being built at

IHEP. To enhance its luminosity, a double-ring design

is adopted to house the micro-β scheme and multi-

bunch collision. For the colliding beams the design lu-

minosity is 1×1033cm−2s−1 optimized at beam energy

1.89GeV, which is about two orders higher than that

of the BEPC
[1]

. The beam-beam simulations with

Cai’s code
[2]

and Zhang’s code
[3]

show that 0.51/0.58

is the best working point region for the BEPC/ to

reach the design luminosity. However, the working

point is so much close to the half integer resonance

that the nonlinearities could be large and the conse-

quent optimization becomes rather difficult. In ad-

dition, some possible measures to improve the lumi-

nosity include reducing the vertical beta function at

IP and decreasing the momentum compaction factor

correspondingly, which will also enhance the difficulty

of finding a good beam dynamics.

Frequency map analysis (FMA) is a very useful

tool to study the single particle dynamics by con-

structing a one-to-one relationship between the space

of initial conditions (x, y, x′ = y′ = 0) and the tune

space (Qx, Qy)
[4]

. With this method, we can obtain

the dynamic aperture (DA) and the corresponding

frequency map (FM) at the same time, and study

the effects and features of only one resonance out of

others. This method has been first applied to the

ALS at LBNL
[5]

, and then widely used on many other

machines (NSLS, SPEAR3, SOLEIL, ESRF, SSRF,

etc.)
[6—10]

. It is the first time to introduce the FMA

to analyze the lattice of the BEPC/ storage ring.

The DAs and FMs for the lattices of the collision

and injection modes are computed with the symplec-

tic tracking code AT, aiming to understand the limit

of beam dynamics and make further optimization.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we

track the collision mode at the working point of (6.51,

5.58) with the codes of AT, MAD and SAD, and then

make a comparison of the results. The FMA results

of BEPC/ lattices, i.e., the frequency map, the tune

shifts with amplitude and the single resonance struc-
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ture, are presented in Sec. 3. Further optimizations

of the lattices based on the FMA analysis results are

also described in Sec. 3. We summarize and conclude

our work in Sec. 4.

2 Codes crosscheck

2.1 Linear lattice

The BEPC/ lattice loses the 4-fold symme-

try of the BEPC, due to the double-ring geomet-

ric structure. A pair of defocusing superconducting

quadrupoles is used to squeeze the vertical beta func-

tion at the IP. The dispersion functions are free at

the IP, the RF region (outer rings) and the injection

points. The beta functions are required to be less

than 15m at the RF cavities in both vertical and hor-

izontal planes and bigger than 20m at the injection

point in horizontal plane to save the kicker strength.

A recently designed collision mode lattice
[11]

,

whose main parameters and optical functions are

given in Table 1 and Fig. 1 respectively, is used for

comparing the different codes.

Table 1. Main parameters of the BEPC/ col-

lision mode.

beam energy E/GeV 1.89

circumference C/m 237.53

RF voltage Vrf/MV 1.5

betatron/synchrotron tune Qx/Qy/Qs 6.51/5.58/0.034

natural chromaticity Q′

x/Q′

y −10.7/−21.0

horizontal natural emittance εx/(nm·rad) 141

β function at IP(β∗

x/β∗

y)/m 1/0.015

Fig. 1. Optical functions for the BEPC/ col-

lision mode, starting at the IP.

2.2 Code comparison

The accelerator design codes usually used in IHEP

are MAD
[12]

and SAD
[13]

, between which the former

is mainly used to design the linear lattice and the lat-

ter to simulate the DA of the BEPC/ storage ring.

Since the FMA method is imbedded in the AT
[14]

, it

is necessary to check the usability and validity of AT

before we apply FMA to the BEPC/ lattice.

The linear parameters, such as the working point,

the beta function and the chromaticity, are compared

between the AT and MAD codes. The AT gives

the same working point and beta functions as the

MAD code. However, the calculated chromaticity

is different by about 0.5 in x and about 0.05 in y,

which is possibly due to the fact that AT uses two

exact orbit of ∆p/p (momentum deviation) apart to

compute the chromaticity while MAD approximates

the off-momentum orbit with terms up to (∆p/p)2 1).

Anyway, to reduce the difference, we add a term of

momentum dependence in the AT dipole fringe field

code and the difference becomes smaller than 0.1 in

both x and y. Tune variations with ∆p/p calculated

by these two codes reach a good agreement, as shown

in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Tune variations with ∆p/p for the

BEPC/ collision mode given by MAD (a) and

AT (b).

The DAs are computed with AT and SAD, re-

spectively. Both the simulations are performed for

single particles over 2000 turns, taking account of no

magnetic field errors but the effects of the RF cavity

and synchrotron radiation. The vertical emittance is

taken as half of the horizontal natural emittance. The

1) Terebilo A. private communication, 2006.
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limit of the longitudinal momentum acceptance due

to the RF cavity is ±0.006, i.e., about 12σe. Compar-

isons are given in Fig. 3 and Table 2. It shows that the

DA obtained with SAD is larger than that with AT,

especially in the direction of x and y axes. However,

if looking carefully, we will find that the sharp pro-

trusions near the axes contribute to the bigger value

in the DA obtained with SAD, but will not lead to a

better beam dynamics. Therefore the on-momentum

DA has to be reduced to 30σx in x and 28σy in y and

it is similar for the off-momentum case. Furthermore,

the DAs in 45◦ are almost the same in the two figures.

Similar crosschecks of AT and SAD are made based

on other BEPC/ lattices, showing that the DAs ob-

tained with these two codes are always different in

the direction of the x and y axes. But the DAs in

45◦, which are thought to reflect the actual or effec-

tive DA size in a higher degree, agree well between

the results of AT and SAD. Therefore it is reasonable

to reach the conclusion that the nonlinear tracking

from AT is more or less in accord with SAD.

Fig. 3. DAs given by AT (a) and SAD (b),

tracking 1000 turns, the unit is σx and σy.

The dashed lines in (a) and (b) indicate the

direction of “45◦”.

It should be mentioned that the tracking per-

formed on the BEPC/ lattice includes longitudi-

nal oscillation, but only the transverse dynamics was

taken into account when FMA was applied to most

of the light sources.

Table 2. Comparisons of the AT and SAD

tracking results.

code ∆p/p xmax ymax x(45◦) y(45◦)

AT −0.6% 23σx 16σy 11σx 10σy

0 28σx 26σy 16σx 15σy

+0.6% 26σx 18σy 15σx 14σy

SAD −0.6% 37σx 25σy 13σx 13σy

0 37σx 35σy 15σx 15σy

+0.6% 36σx 23σy 12σx 12σy

3 FMA on the BEPC/// lattice

3.1 BEPC/// collision mode

A. Dynamics of the BEPC/ collision mode

For the collision mode with the working point of

(6.51, 5.58) which has been described in Sec. 2, a

problem remains. The nonlinear optimization of the

lattice, i.e., 4 families of sextupoles being matched

with MAD, is not perfect. As shown in Fig. 4, the

average off-momentum DAs with errors (20 random

seeds) are just bigger than the required aperture for

collision, say 10σx×10σy, labeled as the solid square,

but smaller than the requirements for injection, i.e.,

13.5σx×10σy, the dashed square. The minimum DAs

with errors (among 20 random seeds) for different mo-

mentum deviations are even smaller (for more details,

refer to Ref. [11]).

Fig. 4. The average DAs with ∆p/p ∈ (−10σe,

10σe) from SAD ((a) with only multipo-

lar magnetic errors; (b) with magnetic er-

rors including misalignments and closed orbit

correction)
[11]

.

The lattice is put into tracking for 2000 turns, to-

gether with the post-processing. The details of the

on- and off-momentum DAs (without any errors) are

scrutinized using FMA , aiming to find out some fac-

tors limiting the beam dynamics.

The DAs and FMs are given in Fig. 5 and the tune

shifts with amplitude are plotted in Fig. 6. There is

no obvious evidence to support that the DAs are lim-

ited by any resonance (if there is any evidence at all,

one possible resonance is 2Qx−Qs=13). Correspond-

ing to the great disparity between the on- and off-

momentum DAs, the on- and off-momentum FMs are

also very different. That is, the off- momentum FMs

are not folded like the on-momentum case and the

tune footprints cover the range Qx ∈ (6.514, 6.516)

with a higher diffusion rate or even particle loss.
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Fig. 5. The frequency maps with ∆p/p=0 (a), −0.006 (b) and 0.006 (c), respectively. (d) shows the tune

footprints with three cases together. The color scale corresponds to the orbit diffusion from regular to chaotic

motion.

Fig. 6. Tune shifts vs. amplitude of the collision mode for ∆p/p=−0.006 ((a) & (b)), 0 ((c) & (d)) and 0.006

((e) & (f)), respectively. In each case the fixed coordinate x or y is set to 1µm.

It shows that the single particle dynamics is

sensitive to ∆p/p. For particles with ∆p/p = 0,

the arrangement of the sextupoles compensates the

nonlinear driving terms well. But for particles

with ∆p/p 6= 0, the nonlinearity seems to be very

strong. Indeed, this can be explained with the the-
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ory of super-periodic structural resonances analysis

(SSRA)
[10, 15]

. According to SSRA, the half integer

resonance 2Qx=13 is a second order super-periodic

structural resonance stopband with strong nonlinear-

ity for the BEPC/ lattice, which has only one super-

period in each ring. When the working point gets

closer to the stopband, the chromaticity correction

and nonlinear optimization become more difficult.

B. Further optimization of the collision mode

18 groups instead of 4 groups of sextupoles are

used to optimize the nonlinear lattice with the SAD

chromaticity correction. The variations of beta func-

tion and its derivative with ∆p/p are strictly con-

trolled to reduce the lattice sensitivity to ∆p/p. Con-

sequently, the on- and off-momentum DAs and FMs

become quite similar. However, the DAs with differ-

ent momentum deviations become smaller as a whole

than that before optimization.

Fig. 7. The optimized DAs. (a) AT result with-

out errors; (b) SAD result with errors and

∆p/p∈(−10σe, 10σe).

Another big effort is made to find a set of

sextupoles with smaller anharmonicities dQx/dx2,

dQx/dy2 and dQy/dy2. We use 8 groups of sextupoles

for nonlinear optimization and change the (dQx/dx2,

dQx/dy2, dQy/dy2) from (73, 77, 208) to (70, 68,

198). Although the disparity between the on- and

off-momentum DAs and FMs still exists, all the DAs

without errors are slightly larger than that before op-

timization, and the average DAs with errors (20 ran-

dom seeds) satisfy the requirement for beam injec-

tion, shown in Fig. 7.

3.2 BEPC/// injection mode

A. Dynamics of the BEPC/ injection mode

The injection mode relaxes the constraints on the

low vertical beta function at the IP and the working

point close to half integer resonances, but calls for

larger DA and better beam dynamics. We choose the

working point as (6.58, 5.62), which is located in a

relatively clean area in tune space. The main param-

eters of this mode are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Main parameters of the BEPC/ in-

jection mode.

beam energy E/GeV 1.89

circumference C/m 237.53

RF voltage Vrf/MV 1.5

betatron/synchrotron tune νx/νy/νs 6.58/5.62/0.034

natural chromaticity ν′

x
/ν′

y
−10.5/−12.1

horizontal natural emittance εx/(nm·rad) 135

β function at IP (β∗

x
/β∗

y
)/m 2.8/0.04

The tracking is performed over 2000 turns with-

out errors, with the last 1000 turns being devoted

to the diffusion computation. The on- and off-

momentum beam dynamics is similar, thus only the

on-momentum case is analyzed. The results are given

in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The DA is large, namely, [−30,

45]y=0×[0, 42]x=0mm. From the one-to-one corre-

spondence between the DA and FM, we find that

the horizontal DA is limited by the transverse cou-

pling resonance Qx −Qy=1. Furthermore, we find

the synchro-betatron resonance 2Qx+3Qy+Qs=30 is

located at the border of the DA, i.e., it limits the sta-

bility area. On the contrary, the corresponding pure

transverse resonance 2Qx+3Qy=30 has much less ef-

fect on the beam dynamics [see Fig. 10(a)]. It shows

that when the longitudinal oscillation is considered,

the single particle beam dynamics may have a lot of

changes and need to be re-analyzed. The synchro-

betatron resonance may affect the beam dynamics

seriously and enough attention should be paid to it.

B. Further optimization of the injection mode

If we keep the tune footprints away from the reso-
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Fig. 8. Dynamic aperture and frequency map

of the injection mode lattice with ∆p/p=0

(a); frequency maps with ∆p/p=0, ±0.006 to-

gether (b).

Fig. 9. Tune shifts vs. amplitude of the injec-

tion mode with ∆p/p=0.

Fig. 10. Locations of the resonances 2Qx+

3Qy=30 (a) and 2Qx+3Qy+Qs=30 (b) in

tune space and space of initial conditions.

Fig. 11. The DA and FM without errors given

by AT (a); the average DAs including errors

with ∆p/p∈(−10σe, 10σe) given by SAD (b).
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nance 2Qx+3Qy+Qs=30 and Qx−Qy=1, the limit of

the dynamics will vanish and the DA will be larger.

Optimizations based on this idea are performed. The

working point is moved to (6.57, 5.61), and the am-

plitude tune shift slope at origin is reduced from

(dQx/dx2)x=0=760 to 133. As shown in Fig. 11, the

optimized DA (without errors) increases to be [−40,

50]y=0×[0, 45]x=0mm. The DA (with error) obtained

with SAD is much bigger than the requirements of

the injection mode, which confirms our optimization.

4 Conclusion

The analyses and further optimizations of the

BEPC/ collision and injection modes with FMA are

described in this paper. FMA turns out to be a good

and effective tool to look into the beam dynamics and

the resonance structure in a global way, thus enabling

us to avoid dangerous areas in tune space and to fur-

ther improve the beam dynamics.

The RF cavity and synchrotron radiation are

turned on during the tracking, that is, the longitu-

dinal oscillation is taken into account. The synchro-

betatron resonances may be exited and have large

effect on the dynamics of the BEPC/ lattices. In

the case of the injection mode with the working point

of (6.58, 5.62), such a resonance is responsible for the

limit of the DA. When we move the working point

away from the resonance, the DA significantly in-

creases.

The horizontal working point of the collision mode

is very close to the half integer resonance, which is ex-

pected to be a second order super-periodic structural

resonance with strong nonlinearity. The chromaticity

correction of sextupoles does not have enough effec-

tive action range of momentum deviations, leading to

a great disparity between the on- and off-momentum

beam dynamics and the difficulty of nonlinear opti-

mization.
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